
• Grinstead (2004), Gavruseva & Grinstead
(2004): Russian-speaking children interpret
EN correctly from the age of 5;5, and
Spanish-speaking children from age 7.

• Two possible drawbacks of these studies:
I. Used a truth value judgment task (TVJT), imposing high

memory and processing demands on young children (cf. 29%
exclusion rate in Russian and 20% in Spanish).

II. Unclear what an SN interpretation of the sentences reflects,

• Expletive Negation (EN): the occurrence of a
negative marker without apparent negative force.

• Crosslinguistically common:
1) Me quedaré hasta que no me echen.

I     will.stay until  that NEG me they.throw

• This study contributes to a growing body of
literature illustrating the relative effortlessness
with which children acquire word meanings.

• Hebrew-speaking children's success at
acquiring EN may be attributable to a number of
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II. Unclear what an SN interpretation of the sentences reflects,
since negation of the verbs does not yield a plausible
event/state.

6) El cerdito estuvo comiendo el helado hasta que Pooh no le
ofreció la galleta.
'The piggy was eating ice cream until Pooh (not) offered him the
cookie.' (Grinstead 2004)

Possible interpretations:
� The piggy was eating ice cream until Pooh offered him the

cookie. → EN interpretation
� ??The piggy was eating ice cream until Pooh did not offer him

the cookie. → SN interpretation

I     will.stay until  that NEG me they.throw
'I will stay until they throw me out.' 
(Spanish; Espinal 2000:61)

2) Ja podoždu poka ty ne prideš'.
I  will.wait until you NEG arrive
'I will wait for you until you arrive.'
(Russian; Abels 2005:54)

3) dani yamšix lišon ad  še-ha-mesiba lo tatxil.
Danny continue to.sleepuntil that-the-party NEG start
'Danny will continue sleeping until the party starts.'
(Modern Hebrew; Eilam 2009:42)

• See Eilam (2009) on the semantics of EN in Hebrew.
• The acquisition of EN is a notable feat: children

must learn to associate the negative marker with a
non-negative interpretation in a restricted set of
linguistic environments, and to avoid generalizing this
interpretation (cf. Baker's Paradox; Pinker 1989).

• Two factors potentially hamper the acquisition of EN:
I. Acquisition of the negative marker in its standard

function is early and robust: it is one of the
components of children's earliest vocabulary (Pea
1980), and is common in both children's speech
(CS) and child-directed speech (CDS).

acquiring EN may be attributable to a number of
facilitating factors, including (i) the implausibility
of an SN interpretation in certain linguistic
contexts, (ii) children's sensitivity to the
discourse context, and (iii) their awareness of
speaker intentions (Bloom 2000).

• From a methodological perspective, the study
demonstrates that alternatives to the TVJT
paradigm should sometimes be preferred in
assessing children's competence: the task
complexity of previous studies may have masked
children's knowledge of EN.
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• Subjects: 83 Hebrew-speaking children (age range 3;5-7;1; M=5;1) and 20 adults (age range 23-58; M=36).
• Procedure: Act-out task, with minimal working memory demands and situational complexity, unlike the TVJT. The

target sentences allow a plausible SN interpretation, on a par with the EN interpretation.
• Example: A box is placed before the subject. 10 marbles are placed inside the box and an equal number outside it.
7) lo tekabel pras ad še-ha-gulot lo iyu ba-kufsa / me-xuc la-kufsa.

NEG you.will.get prize until that-the-marbles NEG will.be in.the-box / from-out to.the-box
'You won't get a prize until the marbles are (not) in the box / outside the box.'

Possible responses:
� Subject moves the marbles that are outside the box into it. → EN interpretation / SN interpretationII. The rarity of EN in the input: only 4 tokens (e.g. (4))

are found in the Berman Longitudinal Corpus of
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4) "ani lo yexola laxfof la ad še-ha-daleket lo ta'avor."
"I can't wash her hair until the infection is over." 
(lio203a:68)

5) "baxa ve-baxa ve-baxa, ad še-lo baxa."
"[the king] cried and cried and cried, until he didn't cry." 
(hag208b:569)
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• Hebrew-speaking children acquire EN as early as age 4.

• 9 subjects (10%) failed the control trial, the oldest of which was 5;3.

• Using E-logit transformed data of proportions, a linear model based
on subject means revealed a reliable effect of age (p<.01).
Furthermore, subjects were above chance by the age of 4
(p<.001).

• Only one of the six 3-year-old children was below chance, having
instead 100% SN interpretations, suggesting that most 3-year-olds
may understand EN as well.

• 23/56 children (41%) who have acquired EN treated negation under
im 'if' as EN, but also 5/18 children (28%) who have not acquired
EN. The issue of generalization should be tested separately.

� Subject moves the marbles that are inside the box outside. → SN interpretation / EN interpretation
• Stimuli: 5 target trials, 2 warm-ups, 1 control verifying acquisition of ad 'until', 1 trial testing generalization to im 'if'
• Target trials were counterbalanced in terms of order of presentation and sentence used (cf. (7)), for a total of 4 lists.

are found in the Berman Longitudinal Corpus of
Hebrew*, among a total of 42 uses of until (9.5%)
and a total of 6451 tokens of the negative marker lo
(0.06%) in CDS (see Grinstead 2004 for similar
findings from Spanish). Also, not all occurrences of
negation under until in CS and CDS are EN (cf. (5)).
* 4 Hebrew-speaking children; age range 1;4-3;3; 348,610

tokens (MacWhinney 2000)

Results

Goal: Test whether Hebrew-speaking children
nonetheless acquire EN at a young age, and do
not misinterpret EN as standard negation (SN),
using a novel methodology.
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